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A headstrong but innocent teenage girl is drawn 
reluctantly into Ireland’s War of Independence as 
she witnesses the rebel’s worst defeat unfold on 
her doorstep. But with her dream of first love lost 
forever, she discovers a new strength and courage.
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Feature Film Proposal

A gripping drama of passion, pride and patriotism, based around the last days of 
the 4th Battalion East Cork Flying Column who were ambushed by British forces 

at Clonmult in February 1921

Where a dream dies and a legend is born

The twelve Volunteers of the Flying Column killed at the 
battle of Clonmult
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Working Title: Clonmult
  

Tag Line: Where a dream dies and a legend is born.
                          

The Story: In February 1921, at the height of the Irish War of 
Independence, the East Cork Flying Column of the IRA 
4th Battalion were billeted at a remote farm cottage 
near the village of Clonmult, Co. Cork. On the afternoon 
of the 20th, the British Army 2nd Battalion Hampshire 
Regiment, acting on intelligence, together with RIC and 
Auxiliary forces, surrounded the house and a gun battle 
ensued. Twelve of the Column were shot dead during 
and after the gunfight and two were subsequently 
executed in Cork.
  

Production Details: The film will be approximately 90 minutes long, shot 
in colour, wide-screen (scope) and finished in stereo 
surround sound.
  

Budget Summary: An outline budget of €800,000 including 12% 
contingency has been prepared during development. A 
budget top-sheet is included below with an extended 
line item budget available on request.
  

Outline Programme:
(rescheduled due to 
pandemic)

• Development: - to  Aug. 2021
• Pre-production: - c five months to 2022
• P/Photography: - Mar. / Apr. 2022
• Post-production: - May. 2022  to  Aug 2022
• Completion: - Late 2022
  

Principal Photography: Filming on location in Co. Cork, Ireland, it is anticipated 
the production will be completed in 20 days, working 
over four 5-day weeks, Monday to Friday,  with 
management and key HoDs working half days on 
Saturdays.
  

Cast Summary: An initial breakdown of story characters allows for a cast 
of c97 total as follows:
    Lead: 4              Principal: 7        Cameo: 2     
    Support: 18      Feature: 21       Extra: 44
  

‘Springboard to Film’ 
Training Positions:

It is envisaged that the production would allocate a 
number of trainee crew and suitable cast positions to 
be filled by former students of Cork Young Filmmakers 
courses and local actor training groups who have a 
passion to work in film. These may be runner, assistant 
or trainee role places, small parts or background, 
depending on experience, but all would have the 
opportunity to undertake paid work on a feature 
production and receive a professional credit as well as 
training and experience. Costs for wages and training 
has been built into the budget.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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During the Irish War of Independence the greatest 
loss of life incurred by the republican forces was at 
Clonmult, Co. Cork, where almost the entire East Cork 
Flying Column were wiped out in a single ambush. 
Twelve men were shot dead and a further two were 
later executed.

The East Cork Column, under Commandant Diarmuid 
O’Hurley, were billeted at an old farmhouse near the 
village of Clonmult. The house and farm were used as 
training and living quarters for the volunteers and after 
a month of training, the next target of the Column was 
to be a military train at Cobh Junction, planned for the 
22nd of February.

On the afternoon of Sunday the 20th the men were 
preparing to leave when two of them spotted a 
company of the Hampshire Regiment surrounding the 
house. Drawing their revolvers to fight their way back, 
both were hit a number of times and later died. 

The remainder of the Column, realising escape was 
unlikely, attempted to hold out as long as possible while 
a few would fight their way out to get reinforcements.

Five men, led by the acting 0/C Jack O’Connell 
attempted the desperate break-out, coming under 
heavy fire outside. In the dash from the cottage, 
Michael Hallahan, James Ahen and Richard Hegarty 
were fatally wounded. Diarmuid O’Leary was also 
wounded but managed to get back to the house. 
Only Captain Jack O’Connell was successful in getting 
through the British cordon.

O’Connell tried to organise reinforcements by 
contacting three local Volunteers, one of whom 
cycled six miles to where the North East Cork Column 
was located. The battle raged on at the cottage and 
the British were reinforced within an hour or so by 
Auxiliary forces. Eventually the thatch roof was set 
on fire. With a blazing roof over their heads, the 
trapped men made a small breach in the wall, Glavin 
and O’Leary trying to force their way through it, but 
were shot at, one being wounded in the head. With 
no other means of escape, the men had no option but 
to surrender. 

When the Volunteers emerged from the house with 
their hands up, the first seven were fired on by the 
waiting Auxiliaries. Volunteers Liam Aherne, Jeremiah 
Aherne, David Desmond, Christopher Sullivan, Donal 
Dennehy, Joseph Morrissey and James Glavin were 
shot and killed. 

The wounded volunteer, Diarmuid O’Leary, who had 
lapsed into unconsciousness, was still being removed 
from the house by three comrades. This saved their 
lives as it gave a British officer time to get the troops 
under control before they emerged. 

As well as those killed and executed, nine volunteers 
were captured, court-martialed and sentenced to 
death. Some sentences were later commuted and 
Captain Higgins, recovering from severe wounds, was 
spared by the truce in July. However, Paddy O’Sullivan 
and Maurice Moore were executed in Cork on 5th 
May, 1921, despite extensive appeals for mercy.

In addition to the research conducted amongst the 
Military Archives and other historical sources, a 
historical advisor will be engaged by the producers to 
inform the finished script and the action on set. 

STORY BACKGROUND

The burnt out farm house at Clonmult

RIC patrol in Crossley Tender
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Kitty’s mother and her fellow-officer in Cumann na mBan are desperate to convince 
Kitty to take a clerical job that is going at Midleton RIC barracks, to gain access to 
intelligence. Her tender age and sheltered life make this proposal a very frightening 
prospect for Kitty and she repeatedly declines.

On the afternoon of Sunday the 20th of February, Kitty and her friend are chatting 
in the fields when they glimpse British Army lorries on a distant back-road which 
appear to be moving in the direction of Clonmult and the safe house. Kitty at once 
realises the awful danger. She take off through the fields, hoping against hope, to 
reach the doomed Column by a shortcut, and warn the men before the troops make 
the journey by road. But this is not to be. 

A witness from a distance, to the long and fatal battle, fought and lost by the men of 
the Column, Kitty’s world is changed forever. Now she understands all her feelings 
and, for the first time, understands her mother. And she makes the bravest decision 
of her life - she will become a spy for the cause.

This film adaptation of the story of 
the ambush is told through the eyes 
of a fictional local teenage girl, KITTY 
LAWLOR, who’s mother is pro-active 
in Cumann na mBan and on occasions 
helps with supplying milk to the Column 
during their time at the safe house. 
The relationship between Kitty and her 
mother however, is not always easy and 
has become increasingly tense as Kitty 
approaches young adulthood.

The recent weeks and months have seen heightened patrols and activity by British 
forces and the RIC across the county, which is under Martial Law due to the 
increasingly successful offensives launched by the Volunteers of both the Flying 
Columns and Local Companies. The story reflects this local tension and features 
a raid on Kitty’s home by British troops, only narrowly avoiding the catastrophic 
discovery of her uncle in possession of a revolver by the quick-witted actions of 
Kitty’s aging grandmother.

Kitty’s father is more ambivalent about the Republican cause and his wife’s 
involvement in it, but he is a placid man who simply wants to run the farm, feed his 
family, and read what newspapers the neighbours bring at night. Adult conversations, 
and sometimes differences of opinion, are overheard in the late evenings by Kitty 
and her older and younger brothers from the attic bedrooms. 

With danger in the air and strangers in the locality, the headstrong Kitty develops a 
crush on one of the teenage boys of the Flying Column, though she has only seen 
him fleetingly. The lad himself remains  utterly unaware of her attentions. She is old 
enough to have finished her schooling, but still too young to fully understand what 
these feelings are. The only person she confides in is her school friend and the two 
often dally in the fields when Kitty should be at home helping her mother.

SYNOPSIS

Men of the Flying Column

Previous period drama by 
the Development Team
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The spec. script has been developed around the 
ambush and battle at the Clonmult farm house 
with the story being seen through the eyes of 
KITTY, the young daughter of a fictional local 
family.

The places involved and the general localities of 
the action will be visited by the producers and 
HoDs with a view to framing the stage for the 
world which will be created on the screen.

Additional research material 
will be sourced and used to 
help develop the characters, 
their personalities, their 
backgrounds, their hopes and 
dreams as well as the nature 
of the ordinary lives they 
lived, and the extraordinary 
circumstances into which the 
course of Irish history had 
thrust them.

The development and refining of the story’s diverse range of characters 
will be based on what is known about those at the heart of the story, 
but will also take into account research of a wider nature which will 
include the kind of people who’s actions, motivations and allegiances 
drove and shaped the events of the time.

People such as those who made up the rank and file of the Volunteers, 
the women such as those of Cumann na mBan who supported, facilitated 
and regularly played pivotal parts in the war and the local RIC members, 
who enforced the Crown’s regime against their neighbours for their own 

often complicated and diverse 
range of political or practical 
reasons.

These sources will include known memorabilia of the times and 
events, witness statements from the military archive records as 
well as images and writings, which depict the ‘typical’ nature and 
circumstances of rural Irish communities in that time of conflict, 
including the mixed loyalties of some locals. 

Interviews will also be undertaken with local people who have a 
detailed knowledge of the times and events of the battle and its 
aftermath.

SCRIPT DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH

  IRA Flying Column.                            Typical Women of Cumann na mBan            Limerick RIC

Jack O’Connell Jimmy GlavinDiarmuid O’Hurley
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The social and political climate of the day in which the 
story unfolds is an essential element of its portrayal 
on screen. 

Against the backdrop of the founding of the first Irish 
Dáil, the defiance of empire, such as the establishment 
of ‘soviets’ like that in Limerick with its own currency, 
many of the population held conflicting views about 
armed struggle and reacted in different ways to the 
pervasive harassment from face-to-face conflict with 
the RIC, the British Army and the Black & Tans.

Research into this climate and the often contradictory 
views of the people will be used in script development 
to help weave the background fabric of the mood of 
the nation at the time.
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An outline gross budget in the region of c€800,000  has been estimated for all anticipated 
costs of pre-production, production and post-production stages as well as initial marketing 
and distribution, accordingly we would describe this as a low-budget film.

The budget will be firmed up early in pre-production with the bottom line locked at an 
agreed milestone for production.  A strict process of monitoring cost projections and 
actual spends against this budget through to completion will be put in place by the 
producers.

Over is a top sheet summary and a full line item budget is available on request.

OUTLINE BUDGET

DRAFT BUDGET TOP SHEET

Title: CLONMULT

Producers: K. Sweeney, John Delaney Revision: 3.0

M. Twomey Date: 24/02/2021

Director: T.B.C.

Pre-Prodctn: 7 Mts. Medium: 4k Digi/Raw
P/Photography: 4 Weeks Format: 2.39:1
Post-Prodctn: 8 Mts. Length: 90 Minutes

No. DESCRIPTION S/Totals Totals %

1 STORY AND SCRIPT 11,400.00

2 PRODUCERS & DIRECTORS DPT. 100,238.00 21%

3 PERFORMERS / STUNTS 36,991.00

Above The Line Total: 148,629.00€    21%

4 ADDITIONAL CAST 40,570.00

5 PRODUCTION CREW 137,710.00

6 LOCATION COSTS 119,984.15 64%

7 ARTS DEPARTMENT 86,600.00

8 WARDROBE / H&MAKEUP DEPARTMENT 19,978.00

9 PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 46,984.00

10 STOCK & LAB 3,600.00

11 EDITING AND FINISHING 21,050.00 7%

12 SOUND AND MUSIC 22,750.00

13 MISCELLANEOUS 44,200.00
9%

14 MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION 18,200.00

Below The Line Total: 561,626.15€    79%
NB: % allocations don't incl. Contingency

Production Net Total: 710,255.15€    

15 Contingency @ 12%: 85,230.62€     

Gross Total: 795,485.77€ 
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An initial script breakdown allows for c97 characters 
in total as follows:

 Lead:   4  
 Principal: 7  
 Cameo:  2  
 Support: 18
 Feature: 21
 Extra:  44

Archive research on the life, backgrounds and the 
parts played in the Volunteer movement will be used 
to develop the cast of historical characters within the 
Flying Column.

In many cases the documented ‘voices’ of surviving 
members of the Column, as portrayed in their witness 
statements, together with proposed interviews of 
their descendants, will inform the finished writing for 
their parts as well as the casting process.

Public and personal archive images of a number of 
those historical characters and their colleagues are 
accessible to the team for reference purposes during 
the casting process.

A breakdown of the main roles is included over with 
historical characters indicated in Bold:

The remaining cast is made up of 21 Featured and 
day-players with 44 Extras playing BRITISH ARMY and 
AUXILIARY troops and Background VILLAGERS.

Cast Outline

Lead KITTY LAWLOR 
Lead MARGARET LAWLOR Kitty’s Mother
Lead JAMES GLAVIN Flying Column
Lead CPT. JACK O’CONNELL  Flying Column
Principal JOHN JOSEPH JOYCE  Flying Column
Principal CPT. PATRICK HIGGINS  Flying Column
Principal CPT. DIARMUID O’LEARY  Flying Column
Principal CMDT. DIARMUID O’HURLEY Flying Column
Principal S/O JOSEPH AHERNE Flying Column
Principal DAN LAWLOR Kitty’s Father
Principal KATE COOGAN  Kitty’s Grandmother
Stunts LT HAMMOND British Officer
Cameo FR. CURTIN Local Priest
Cameo CATHERINE’S GRANDMOTHER (Present day)
Support MICHAEL DESMOND  Flying Column
Support AJT. MICHAEL HALLAHAN Flying Column
Support CPT. JAMES PETER AHERN  Flying Column
Support RICHARD HEGARTY  Flying Column
Support S/C JEREMIAH AHERNE  Flying Column
Support LIAM AHERNE  Flying Column
Support DONAL DENNEHY  Flying Column
Support DAVID DESMOND  Flying Column
Support JOSEPH MORRISSEY Flying Column
Support TIMOTHY O’SULLIVAN Flying Column
Support LT. PATRICK O’SULLIVAN Flying Column
Support S/C MAURICE MOORE  Flying Column
Support S/O PATRICK WHELAN Flying Column
Support LT. KEO British Officer
Support MATTIE LAWLOR Kitty’s younger brother
Support TIM LAWLOR Kitty’s older brother
Support MARY WALSH Kitty’s friend
Support EDDY Visiting Neighbour

CAST

Family photograph 
of Clonmult Coy. 
Volunteers

Documentation of Cumann na mBan’s 
role in the war 

Archive image 2nd Battalion Hampshire Regiment on 
patrol with the RIC
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Art Department
The production design brief will be driven by the script, 
the director’s vision for the story and the location 
research to be undertaken. A significant element of 
this film’s budget will be concerned with production 
design and it’s capacity to recreate the appropriate 
period atmosphere and look.

A key feature of design will be the cottage at the 
centre of the ambush, both it’s exterior and interior, to 
facilitate filming of the battle and use of pyrotechnics 
as well as charges for effects of gunshots to the 
structure.

Locations & Setting
The world inhabited by the story’s characters is a rural 
Ireland of the early twentieth century and it is to this 
place the production team must take audiences.

Key to this experience is the search for and exploitation 
of suitable, and suitably adaptable, rural and village 
landscapes which would be selected for both their 
broad vista and their intimate detail and where 
possible, locations will be selected within Co. Cork.

PRODUCTION DESIGN
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John Delaney
 John is working 
on character 
development and 
casting strategy.

Martin Twomey
 Martin is overseeing the 
development of the initial 
idea and spec. script as well as 
preliminary breakdowns, budget 
and scheduling.

Kara Sweeney 
Kara is the lead on visual 
creativity, Cinematography 
and script to screen during 

development.

The partner Production Company, once on board, will take 
the lead with appointment of Heads of Departments, Line 
Producer, Location Manager etc. and driving the project in 
pre-production through to completion and finishing.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Locations

Property

Arts Dpt.

Wardrobe

HMU

Drawing No.                                 Revision.

Rev.      Details                                        Date

Date                                          Scale

NOTES:
Proposed finished decorations shown 
here for information / reference only, 
final decorations yet to be confirmed.

To be read in conjunction with Drawing 
No. FH / 006  Interior Enabling Works.

O’MOOR KITCHEN - FRONT WALL PROPOSALS

O’MOOR KITCHEN - FIREPLACE WALL PROPOSALS

O’MOOR BEDROON - WINDOW WALL PROPOSALS

O’MOOR KITCHEN - EXISTING FRONT WALL O’MOOR KITCHEN - EXISTING FIREPLACE WALL O’MOOR BEDROON - EXISTING WINDOW WALL

Enabling strip-out works to kitchen as 
specified in Drawing No. FH / 006  Interior 
Enabling Works.

Condition of exposed original fireplace to 
be assessed for further treatment once 
blockwork is removed.

Mother
Eilís’ Farm House  
Lcns. # 1 , 2 , 3 , 8
 
Interior Proposals

FH / 007          0

Safety Notes
Mains power may be live, 
isolation to be verified prior 
to any works commencing.

Work at height when cleaning 
ceiling boards and removing 
electrics - use safe access.

Soot inhalation when cleaning 
old fire places and chimneys.

16/7/2015                n.t.s.

Camera
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Martin Twomey
+44 (0)20 7241 0966
mail@martintwomey.com

Kara Sweeney
+353 (0)86 393 1083

John Delaney
+353 (0)87 811 6644

Contact details for the lead team members at development stage:

Issue C - Oct. 2020

CONTACTS

Nine of the Volunteers killed during the ambush at Clonmult are buried in the Republican Plot 
in the Holy Rosary Cemetery in Midleton

mail@martintwomey.com

